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Introduction
Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [4, 5] explain link prediction problem as: "Given a snapshot of a social network at time t, we seek to accurately predict the edges that will be added to the network during the interval from time t to a given future time t'."
In our daily lives we often see many complex networks around us (e.g. Internet, WWW, Transportation Network, Social Network etc.). The social network may be viewed as a graph where all the nodes or actors are individuals or organizations and links are contacts (interactions, relationships or collaborations) which show the proximity or similarity among those individuals or organizations. Natural examples of social networks include the set of all scientists in a particular discipline, with edges joining pairs who have co-authored papers; the set of all employees in a large company, with edges joining pairs working on a common project; a collection of business leaders, with edges joining pairs who have served together on a corporate board of directors.
In past social networks have been studied by many researchers for different purposes. The challenging problem to deal with these networks has been their highly dynamic nature; they grow and change quickly over time through the addition of new edges which signifies the appearance of new interactions in the underlying social structure. Understanding the mechanism by which they evolve is a fundamental question that is still not well understood by us, and it forms the motivation for our work here on link prediction problem. Recently the link prediction in complex networks has attracted increasing attention from computer scientists and physicists. Link prediction aims at estimating the likelihood of the appearance of a new link between two nodes, based on the existing links and the attributes of the nodes. For example, classical information retrieval can be viewed as predicting missing links between words and documents, and the process of recommending items to users can be considered as a link prediction problem in the user-item bipartite networks. Link prediction problem can be categorized into two categories: one is the prediction of existing yet unknown links (e.g. criminal/terrorists networks) and the other is the prediction of links that may appear in the future of evolving networks (e.g., co-authorship networks). Here, we focus on second category of link prediction problem.
Many methods for link prediction problem in social networks have been proposed in literature. Here we focus on existing leading methods and analyze the shortcomings of some of these methods. Accordingly we have come out a few new methods for link prediction in social networks. Our methods are based on the integrated analysis of features along with topological structure of social networks. As a co-authorship network is a true social network, we have considered the co-authorship networks for verifying the effectiveness of the existing leading as well as our proposed methods. We have implemented the all the methods on two different data domains of co-authorship networks obtained from author lists of papers at five sections of Physics e-Print arXiv, www.arXiv.org. In the first data domain, the papers in the periods (1994 -1996) and (1997 -1999) are taken as the training set and testing set respectively. Similarly the papers in the periods (2007 -2009) and (2010 -2012) are taken as the training set and testing set for the second data domain. Here for modeling of all of these co-authorship networks, we have proposed an efficient algorithm. Experimental results show that all the methods are found to perform much better over the random predictor on both the data domains. Again we find that our proposed hybrid approach that is based on the common neighbor-wise combination of our two proposals (modified Common neighbor and modified Adamic/Adar) gives better results than the existing leading methods considered on both the data domains.
Rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will focus on the literature survey related to link prediction problem. Section 3 finds a short description of existing leading link prediction methods. Our proposed link prediction methods are furnished in section 4. Section 5 is concerned with the implementation and results. The paper is concluded in section 6.
II. Literature Survey
With the best of our knowledge, the first work on link prediction problem in social networks was done by Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [4] . They tested the predictive power of some proximity metrics, including Common neighbours, Adamic/Adar, Katz measure. They further worked on this problem in [5] with more descriptive analysis of same proximity metrics as in [4] . Here in both the works [4] [5], their hypothesis was that link prediction could be performed from topological analysis alone. Some authors in [6] studied various aspects like modeling, clustering and ranking in co-authorship networks induced by IEEE, ACM and joint IEEE/ACM digital library conferences. Some other authors in [7] explored learning based approach where the predictors are learned using a combination of features and then the performance is evaluated. In 2004, Popescul and Ungar enhanced link prediction of author/document bipartite networks by using clustering [14] . In [15] , Zhou and Scholkopf approached three related graph problems (classification, ranking and link prediction) in a new way. In [11] , Murata and Moriyasu proposed three weighted similarity indices, as variants of the Common Neighbors, Adamic-Adar and Preferential Attachment indices, respectively. Some authors in [8] measured the performances of weighted and unweighted versions of Common neighbor, Adamic-Adar and Resource Allocation on real social, technological and biological networks, and found that sometimes the weighted indices perform even worse than unweighted indices. Zhou et al. [9, 10] studied nine well-known local similarity indices on six real networks extracted from disparate fields, as well as proposed two new local indices. More related is the work on link prediction using multiple structural attributes and research titles by Pavlov-Ichise and Wohlfarth-Ichise [12, 13] . They introduced structural features of the graph trying to capture the network structure effectively. Then, they used supervised learning techniques for link prediction. In [17] , Huang, Li and Chen investigated the use of link prediction to improve collaborative filtering in recommender systems. In [16] , link prediction was used to design a system that recommended new academic links for researchers at a computer science conference and received feedback through a survey. In [18] , Zhu used link prediction to determine what web page a user was next likely to visit in order to improve the navigation and efficiency of a site. A few other link prediction papers are summarized by Getoor and Diehl in [19] . Here we analyze the shortcomings of methods by making special intuition for common neighbor method as follows:  The major problem not only with common neighbor approach but with all of other methods is that they just focus on topological structure alone to predict the links in social networks. There is no node-similarity based approach is followed so need to be modified.  Traditional weighted Common neighbor method [11] which is not considered to be better than unweighted Common neighbor [4] [5] , just takes simple addition of all of the weights of common nodes" links with nodes X and Y, no clear logic is shown for this addition so need to be modified.  Bigram approach [4] [5] is not truly defined for link prediction in social networks. The actual bigram approach refers to find semantic relations between any two nodes X and Y (e.g. authors) based on their features" selection. This limitation for link prediction highly motivates us to work on features for prediction in social networks.\  We can find that till now, no one has provided an unsupervised efficient approach for link prediction in social networks under integrated analysis of features along with topological structure of social networks.
III. Existing Leading Link Prediction Methods & Analysis

IV. Proposed Link Prediction Method
After analyzing the shortcomings of common neighbor and bigram existing leading methods in section 3, here we provide a modified common neighbor method which works under integrated analysis of features along with topological structure of social network. Our approach can be well understood under our suggested normalized technique that is shown below:
w(X,Y) = 2k/(n 1 +n 2 ) ……………..(1) Here n 1 and n 2 denote total number of features of nodes X and Y respectively; and k denotes the number of common features between any two connected nodes X and Y. It generates the weights for each link in present structure which lie between 0 and 1.
Modified Common Neighbor Method
Common neighbors between nodes X and Y play big roles in prediction of link between them. These common neighbors can be called "brokers" or in concept of social network "structural holes" which have the information about all those nodes which are connected with these nodes ("brokers"). The level of information that these nodes (brokers) have about other nodes connected with them, depends on the strength of their relationships. So our proposed method concentrates on the strength of links (relationships) of each common node ("broker") with nodes X and Y. The formula is given as follows:
…………….…………… (2) Here, N-total number of common neighbors and w 1 , w 2 indicate strength of connections of each respective common node with X and Y. If we talk more specifically then our method generates the actual contribution score with respect to strength of links of each common node with X and Y. Here we can write for each common node: 0<= contribution score <=1. We can understand with the help of some examples which highly motivate us. Let us take X and Y any two unconnected nodes and here Z is a common node between them. 1. If w(X,Z)=1 and w(Z,Y)=0.24 then generated score will be 0.24; Here 1 indicates that both X and Z are fully similar in behavior so there would be similar likes and dislikes. And now if we focus on the strength of link between Y and Z then we find, it is not too good that means at a great extent both of them are of different behavior. In other words, we can say that relationship between Z and Y is not good. Now if Z does not like Y then X will also not like Y at same level because X and Z are fully similar in nature. So the weight of predictable link will remain 0.24. In this way, we can say that the generated score is a true score that lies between 0 and 1 for each respective common node between X and Y. 2. If w(X, Z)=1 and w(Z,Y)=1 then generated score will be 1. Obviously, persons in pair (X, Z) and in pair (Z, Y) are of similar behaviors respectively and know well about one another because of full matching of all features. So X and Y will also be of similar behavior and in this way, strength of predictable link will be very good (say, 1). 3. If w(X, Z)=0.76 and w(Z,Y)=0.0 then generated score will be 0. Obviously, we can say that Z and Y will not be connected in present structure and can be unknown to one another at all so it cannot be a good idea to make prediction between X and Y in this case under integrated analysis of features along with topological structure of networks. This proposal holds three key intuitions for taking the summation of each product of weights of each common node"s links with nodes X and Y:  If both the links are strong then predicted link will be strong or almost strong (depending on strength of links how much they are strong 
V. Implementation and Results
As a co-authorship network is a true social network and many readers are likely to be interested on such a network for personal as well as scientific reasons, so we consider co-authorship networks for verifying the effectiveness of the existing as well as our new method.
Formulation of Link Prediction Problem
Suppose we have a social network G = < , > in which each edge e = < , > represents an interaction between u and v that took place at a particular time t (e). We record multiple interactions between u and v as parallel edges, with potentially different time-stamps. For two times < ′ , let . We will then evaluate how accurately the new edges between elements of Core can be predicted.
Preprocessing Work on Datasets 5.2.1 Data Source
Five sections of the physics e-Print arXiv at Cornell University"s digital library website: www.arxiv.org. ii) Information about Required Datasets: We work on five co-authorship networks: astro-ph (astrophysics), cond-mat (condensed matter), gr-qc (general relativity and quantum cosmology), hep-ph (high energy physics-phenomenology), and hep-th (high energy physics-theory), on two different data domains where in the first data domain, the papers in the periods (1994 -1996) and (1997 -1999) 
Capturing of Data
We simply access the Cornell University"s digital library website: www.arxiv.org on a web browser and we find different sections of the physics e-Print arXiv at this site. Then we find out our required five coauthorship networks and take the raw data for these networks on both the data domains. This raw data of each network on both the data domains holds papers" information (say, paper_id, title, authors and journal if present). Finally for both data domains, we place raw data of each network for training and test periods in different text tiles.
Structuring of Data
As the whole raw data is in unstructured format so our next task is to provide a proper structure of these raw datasets of each network on both the data domains. We convert the raw data in a proper structural format (here in each text file having data in structured format, each row holds: paper ids, papers" titles, authors and journal if available otherwise null)) for our whole work on two different data domains.
Core Information
In our experiments on the arXiv, we can identify which authors are active throughout the entire period on the basis of the number of papers published. Thus here we define the set Core to consist of all authors who have written at least = 3 papers during the training period and at least = 3 papers during the test period for each network at first of first dada domain (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) [ Table: 1] and then of second domain (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) [Table: 2]. Here we choose "3" that can give more possibility to stay the authors in testing period also. Table 1 : Core data of five co-authorship networks at first data domain. Table 2 : Core data of five co-authorship networks at second data domain.
Implementation
Now we describe our implementation setup more specifically. Let us take any one of five co-authorship networks in the first data domain (see Table 1 ), and denote the subgraph G [1994, 1996] on the training interval by G collab := <A,E old > and use E new to denote the set of edges <u,v> such that <u, v>ϵA(indicating core authors), and u,v co-author a paper during the test interval but not the training interval -these are the new interactions we are seeking to predict. In a similar way, we can do for the subgraph G [2007, 2009] of any one of these five networks in second data domain(see Table 2 ). Now at this subgraph G collab := <A,E old > for each co-authorship network in both the data domains(see Table 1 & 2), at first we implement all the leading methods described in section 3 and then for implementing our proposed link prediction method described in section 4, we focus on titles of papers for getting information about features of authors/scientists (say, attributes). For this work we use Google stop words vocabulary 1 and Porter stemmer algorithm [24] ; and generate the informative keywords (stems) for each author. After finding these keywords for each author, we implement our proposed method on G collab under integrated analysis of features along with topological structure of social networks.
Further we evaluate each link prediction methods as follows: Each method p that we consider outputs a ranked list of pairs in A × − ; these are predicted new collaborations, in decreasing order of confidence. For our evaluation, we focus on the set Core (see Table: 1 & 2 in section 5), so we define * = ∩ ( × ) and n =| * |. (See Table: 3 & 4) Our performance measure for predictor p is then determined as follows: from the ranked list , we take the first n pairs in × , and determine the size of the intersection of this set of pairs with the set * . For whole implementation work, we have used the machine with configuration 48 GB RAM, Intel Xeon Processor 12 Core 2.4 GHz Speed and our programming platform has been NetBeans IDE 7.1.2 on Windows 7 OS. Table 3 : Finding E new * for evaluating each link predicting method on each of five co-authorship networks in first data domain Table 4 : Finding E new * for evaluating each link predicting method on each of five co-authorship networks in second data domain
Implementation Results
Now we show the experimental results of existing and proposed link predicting methods at first on each of five co-authorship networks in first data domain (See Table:5 and Table: 6) and then on each of five coauthorship networks in second data domain (See Table:7 and Table: 8) . Here for measuring the overall performances of existing and proposed methods, we sum the number of correct predictions made by respective method on each of five networks. For better and meaningful evaluation of all link prediction methods" quality, we use as our baseline a random predictor which simple randomly selects pairs of authors who did not collaborate in the training interval. Here we also avoid the biasness of random predictor"s results for each respective network on both the data domains.
Results on First Data Domain (1994-1999)
Results for each of five co-authorship networks on first data domain are as follows:
Experimental Results of Existing LP Methods over Random Predictor
Experimental results of existing link prediction methods over random predictor are given in Table 5 . Here we give abbreviations for some methods which are as follows: RP: Random Predictor, CN: Common neighbor, AA: Adamic/Adar, JC: Jaccard coefficient, KM(KM_1, KM_2, KM_3): Katz measure with =0.0005, 0.005, 0.005 respectively, RPR: Rooted page rank, LRA: Low rank approximation, KC: Katz clustering, UB: Unseen bigram), wgtd: weighted, unwgtd: unweighted. Here we place E new in Table 5 for better visualization of predictors" performances. Methods with bold italic entries give better results than other existing leading methods considered.
Experimental Results of Proposed LP Methods over Random Predictor
Experimental results of proposed link prediction method over random predictor are given in Table 6 . Here we give abbreviation for Modified Common Neighbor as MCN. Similar to Table 5 , here also we place E new for better visualization of our proposed link prediction method"s performance. Table 6 : Performance of proposed link predicting method over random predictor
Results on Second Data Domain (2007-2012)
Results for each of five co-authorship networks on second data domain are as follows:
Experimental Results of Existing LP Methods over Random Predictor
Experimental results of existing link prediction methods over random predictor are given in 
Experimental Results of Proposed LP Method over Random Predictor
Experimental results of proposed link prediction method over random predictor are given in Table 8 . Here we give abbreviation for Modified Common Neighbor as MCN. Here also we have place E new for better visualization of our proposed link prediction method"s performance. Table 8 : Performance of proposed link predicting method over random predictor
Results based on Execution Time
Here we show the results for execution time taken by our proposed method over existing common neighbor method. Here these results are shown over gr-qc network in first data domain (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) . In similar way, we can show for other networks also. Here our intuition in finding the execution time has been to check whether our method is efficient with respect to execution time over existing CN method or not (See Table 9 ). 
VI. Conclusions
Experimental results show that all the existing leading methods considered and our proposed method are found to perform much better over the random predictor on both the data domains. Again we find that our approach that works under integrated analysis of features along with topological structure of social networks, gives better results than the existing leading methods considered on both the data domains. Our suggestions for further work are as follows: 1. Here in our work, we focus on titles of papers to find the required features of authors. Anyone else can include other semantic information (e.g. abstracts, journals etc.) and can improve the performance of our proposed link prediction method. 2. Related to core information on each co-authorship network, we focus only on those authors who write at least three papers in training and testing periods respectively. We can do our task by taking authors with at least two papers or greater than three papers on large networks. 3. As our method has been time-consuming than existing leading methods considered (See Table 9 in section 5); so need to be modified for quick predictions on very large datasets. 4. Here we focus on co-authorship networks as these networks are true social networks. We can make an intuition for applying our method on other social networks like friendship networks, employees" networks in organizations.
